Figure 12.16.3
FLN NDA LANDSCAPE MITIGATION PLAN (ZOOM C)

DP9 FANLING BYPASS WESTERN SECTION

- 5m HIGH VERTICAL NOISE BARRIER (ABSORPTIVE)
- 3m INCLINED CANOPY NOISE BARRIER (ABSORPTIVE)

DP10 UNDERPASS SECTION OF FANLING BYPASS

- 5m HIGH VERTICAL NOISE BARRIER (ABSORPTIVE)
- 3m INCLINED CANOPY NOISE BARRIER (ABSORPTIVE)

DP10 FANLING BYPASS EASTERN SECTION

- 5m HIGH VERTICAL NOISE BARRIER (ABSORPTIVE)
- 3m INCLINED CANOPY NOISE BARRIER (ABSORPTIVE)

DP12 REPRIEVISION OF TEMPORARY WHOLESALE MARKET

- MM1 MINIMISING TOPOGRAPHICAL CHANGE
- MM2 DETAILED DESIGN - VISUAL*
- MM3 OPEN SPACE PROVISION
- MM4 TREE PROTECTION AND PRESERVATION
- MM5 TREE TRANSPLANTATION
- MM6 SLOPE LANDSCAPING
- MM7 COMPENSATORY PLANTING
- MM8 WOODLAND COMPENSATORY PLANTING
- MM9 VERTICAL GREENING
- MM10 GREEN ROOF
- MM11 SCREEN PLANTING
- MM12 ROAD GREENING
- MM13 MARSH/ WETLAND COMPENSATION
- MM14.1 WATERCOURSE IMPACT MITIGATION - REPROVISION OF NATURAL STREAM
- MM14.2 WATERCOURSE IMPACT MITIGATION - STREAM BUFFER PLANTING
- MM14.3 WATERCOURSE IMPACT MITIGATION - ENHANCEMENT PLANTING ALONG EMANKMENT
- MM14.4 WATERCOURSE IMPACT MITIGATION - AVOID AFFECTING WATERCOURSES
- MM15 POND REPLACEMENT
- MM16 SCREEN HOARDING *
- MM17 LIGHT CONTROL *

* Mitigation Measure(s) (MM) does/ do not include in this plan is/are considered good practice throughout the NDA.